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Today
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• Application of molecular dynamics simulation

• Overview of the package LAMMPS

• Finishing your molecular dynamics code



Goal
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 The goal of nanoscale simulations is to 

1. unravel the atomistic mechanisms that can help understand 
materials behavior at the nanoscale and 

2. assist in designing improved materials for existing and new 
applications.

 
 It makes little sense to use this simulations to reproduce 

experimental results

Suggested reading 
• Frenkel D and Smit B, 2002, Understanding Molecular simulations, 

Elsevier Academic Press
• Allen MP, Tildesley DJ, 1987, Computer simulations of liquids,  Oxford 

University Press
• Haile JM, Molecular dynamics simulations: elementary methods, Wiley-

Interscience



Applications
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(1) Analysis of nanoscale components (actuators, cantilevers)

• Tests of nano-tension and nano-compression
• nanoindentation
• contact, friction
• thin film deposition
• nanowelding
• neutron bombardment
• adsorption of gases or ions

(2) Analysis at the nano-scale of phenomena that affect the macro-scale

• plasticity
• fracture
• phase transformation
• grain boundary sliding
• formation of defects and interaction between defects



Nanoindentation
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Load depth curves
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Dislocation nucleation upon indentation
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Repulsive vs adhesive potential
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Morse potential 
between C and Fe



Contact mechanics
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MD is used to test the limits of contact mechanics under ideal conditions
Assumptions: 
1) Continuum displacements and strain fields   
2) Perfectly flat surfaces    

A simulation that can be conducted 
at small and large scale:
Rigid cylinder or sphere indenting 
elastic flat body

Atoms of the cylinder interact with 
the substrate through LJ



Displacement, contact area, friction
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The assumption on displacement is good

Contact area is underestimated 

Friction strongly depends on atomic roughness



Pressure profiles
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incommensurate

commensurate

amorphous

stepped



Stress distribution, effect of adhesion
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non adhesive

adhesive



Contact between platinum nanotips
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Vishnubhotia et al. Nanotechnology 30 (2019)

Pt contacts 
are used in microscopy
 



Platinum nanotips
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Comparison with classical theories
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Rather significant disagreement with the theories that are usually used to 
calculate contact area.
 



Relaxation due to to dislocation motion
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Relaxation of stresses due to 
significant dislocation 
nucleation from surface steps, 
which are partly flattened, 
giving rise to a larger contact 
area than predicted by adhesive 
theories.

Full dislocation disappearance 
during unloading
 



Slider on a surface
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Effect of roughness on friction force
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Light scratching
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Lubricating properties of graphene
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Lubricating properties pf graphene
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Wear protection
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Graphene flake on undulated substrate
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A graphene flake is positioned on an undulated substrate covered by a 
graphene layer that fully conforms to the substrate.



Graphene flake on undulated substrate
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Graphene flake as oscillator
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The undulation of the substrate 
has an amplitude gradient, which 
acts as driving force for the 
motion of the flake, which tries to 
minimize its corrugation energy.

Friction acts as a damper on the 
oscillations, which stop after a 
few cycles.



Similarity with harmonic oscillator
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Oscillation of a graphene flake on undulated Cu
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Which shape is best?
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Which shape is best?
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The circular is best because of less 
losses due to rotations



Polycrystals
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How would you create a polycrystalline structure for your MD code?



Fracture
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Griffith load

blunting

2 x Griffith load

more blunting and 
nucleation of voids

2.5 x Griffith load

intergranular 
propagation

Nanocrystalline Ni, average grain size: 5nm
EAM potential from DFT, reproducing equilibrium lattice properties and defect 
properties



Fracture
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Griffith load 2 x Griffith load 2.5 x Griffith load

Nanocrystalline Ni, average grain size: 10nm



Fracture
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Transparent flexible electrodes 
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Penta-nano twinned nanotubes
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Non homogeneously welded
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Creating the nanowire
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Non homogeneous stress state 
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Nanowelds
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Limitations of MD simulations

• Interatomic potentials are not that accurate, one should check that 
they are appropriate for the material under investigation, otherwise 
DFT

• Size: with a parallel computer multimillion atoms are possible, with 
supercomputers even multibillion atoms have been achieved.1 
micron cube of copper has 1011 atoms, just doable

     
• the limitation on the atoms is given by the burden of computing the 

forces and energy. Since density N/L3 must be kept constant, 
doubling the linear dimension of the cell means increasing the 
number of atoms by 8N, the simulation will take 8 times longer to 
run.

• Time: With a time step of the order of 10-15-10-14 nanoseconds, a long 
simulation yields about a few nanoseconds. Many processes that are 
longer cannot be studied, accelerated dynamics gives hope on this



Accelerated dynamics
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Rate of jumping:

Hyperdynamics: a bias potential is added to decrease the barrier height without 
changing shape

Simulations in the  microsecond range with EAM potentials for metals



LAMMPS
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Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator

What is LAMMPS?

LAMMPS is a classical molecular dynamics code designed to efficiently compute 
Newton’s equations of motion for an ensemble of particles in a liquid, solid or 
gaseous state.

It can model atomic, polymeric, metallic, biological, granular systems using a 
variety of interatomic potentials and boundary conditions.

It is designed for parallel computers but runs also on single-processor machine 
as serial code.

LAMMPS is a freely-available open-source code à can be modified by users

It is written in C++.



Download and compilation
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1) Download the lammps package from docs.lammps.org

2) cd lammps/src  # change to main LAMMPS source folder

3) Compile the package to get the executable using the 'make’ 
command:

make serial   # build a serial LAMMPS executable using GNU g++
make mpi     # build a parallel LAMMPS executable with MPI

This command creates the executable either serial lmp_serial or to be run 
in parallel lmp_mpi

Download the visualization package OVITO from https://www.ovito.org

http://docs.lammps.org/


Run the simulation
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1) Move the executable to your bin directory:

mv lmp_serial to your bin directoryà mv lmp_serial ~/bin/

2) Run the serial code, from the directory where you have the input file 
in.file calling the executable from the bin directory:
 
~/bin/lmp_serial -in in.file

3) Alternatively, run the parallel code, from the directory where you have 
the input file in.file calling the executable from the bin directory:

mpirun -np 8 ~/bin/lmp_mpi -in in.file



Melting a crystal
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Initialization
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UNITS: LJ, real, metal, etc.

ATOM STYLE: atomic, molecular, charge

DIMENSIONS OF THE BOX

ATOMIC STRUCTURE

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:  p p p (periodic in x, in y, in z) 

INITIALIZE PARTICLE VELOCITY



Initialization
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reduced density

commands



Initialization
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reduced density

commands



Initialization
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reduced density

commands



Interaction definition
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‘pair style’ – pair potential

‘pair_coeff’ – parameters for each pair

‘neighbor’ – types of neighbor lists (bin or nsq)

‘neighbor_modify’ – additional parameters

allocation of neighbors 
to processors



Integrator setup
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TIMESTEP OF INTEGRATION

SET ENSAMBLE TYPE (canonical etc)



Run parameters
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Frequency of thermos data printed to screen

Frequency of configuration data sent to output file

Compute and print 
thermodynamic info (e.g. 
temperature, energy, pressure) on 
timesteps that are a multiple of N 
and at the beginning and end of a 
simulation.
N=50

Run dynamics for 250 time steps



Last time
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Calculate the energy (lattice sums) and the forces on each atom, for a periodic 
FCC crystal  with interatomic interactions described by Lennard-Jones. Use the 
minimum image convention to compute the forces. 

Reminder: Lennard-Jones potential and forces in reduced units



Last time
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Force acting on an atom at a given time for a Lennard-Jones potential in 
reduced units:   



fLJsum.m   part1    
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fLJsum.m   part2    
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MDLJ
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Now use the Verlet algorithm to advance the position of the atoms to the next 
time step.



MD: integration scheme
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Use the Verlet algorithm to advance the position of the atoms to the next time 
step. Calculate positions, velocities, kinetic energy.

The first evaluation at –δt is done using the following equation:



MDLJ
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MDLJ
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MDLJ
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MDLJ
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Now calculate energies per atom, temperature, pressure.
Then update positions for the new time step.
Calculate the force again and close the time stepping loop.
Done!



MDLJ
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